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Exact or numerical solution of the time dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE) in the presence of external field is 
a major challenge for modern computer simulations of materials. However, many nonadiabatic phenomena such 
as chemical reactions [1–3], electron-phonon couplings [4, 5] and ultrafast dynamics [6–8] require a quantum 
treatment of many-body TDSE in practical simulations. Some ab initio quantum dynamic simulations have been 
carried out in the past [9–18]. Full quantum dynamics such as multi-configuration time-dependent Hartree  
[9, 10] (MCTDH) can provide exact results for small molecules, but MCTDH is restricted by the number of 
nuclear degrees of freedom that can be explicitly accounted for in the method, preventing its efficient use for 
large molecules and complex materials. An advanced method, variational multiconfigurational Gaussian wave 
packet method [18], offers a way to solve on-the-fly the time-dependent molecular Schrödinger equation, 
including all quantum nuclear effects, and has been coupled with ab initio electronic structure methods. Another 
popular approach, multiple spawning [11], can converge to exact solutions for small systems but is limited by 
the truncation of large basis set. Involving classical nuclear approximations, fewest-switches surface-hopping 
algorithm [12, 13] (FSSH) and Ehrenfest dynamics [14–17] are the dominating simple approaches feasible for 
large-scale mixed quantum–classical dynamics simulations of realistic materials at the present.

To treat the quantum property of nuclei, ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) based on imaginary-
time path integral simulations of nuclear trajectory has been introduced [19, 20]. Recently, Tully et al has made 
a breakthrough developing the nonadiabatic dynamics simulation method of RPMD implemented with FSSH, 
to incorporate proper treatment of quantum nuclear behaviors in nonadiabatic surface hopping simulations 
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Abstract
We report a practical computational scheme for quantum electron-nuclear dynamic simulations, 
applicable to both finite (e.g. ozone) and periodic systems (e.g. graphene), using a combination 
of real-time time dependent density functional theory (rt-TDDFT) and ring polymer molecular 
dynamics. This scheme could deal with quantum effects of nuclei beyond Ehrenfest dynamics in 
TDDFT simulations. We find that when nuclear quantum effects (NQEs) are taken into account, 
the atomic structure of ozone splits into normal states and cyclic states upon photoexcitation. NQEs 
broaden the electronic density of states and induce strong orbital couplings, leading to new nuclear 
trajectories and carrier dynamics different from classical simulations. We also observe a charge 
carrier redistribution accelerated by the quantum motions of carbon atoms in graphene, yielding 
an exponential decay with fast relaxation time. These developments and practices represent an 
advance in studying full quantum dynamics of electrons and nuclei from first-principles, towards a 
complete and predictive understanding of quantum interactions and dynamics in large molecules 
and complex materials at the microscopic level.
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[21]. Nevertheless, the heavy computational costs limit most FSSH simulations working with either an empirical 
model Hamiltonian or only a ground-state potential energy surface (PES) in practice. On the other hand, Ehren-
fest dynamics as a mean-field theory has been widely used in real time simulations of nonadiabatic electron-
nuclear motions. Previous works have combined RPMD with Ehrenfest dynamics using one-electron TDSE and 
empirical potentials to study electron-nuclear dynamics of a single silver-atom embedded in helium clusters and 
water anion clusters, but they are strictly constrained to these model systems [22–25]. A widely used approach to 
treat quantum nuclear effects in nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulations fully based on first principles is 
still missing.

Here we present a new strategy for simulating electron-nuclear quantum motions by implementing RPMD 
in the frame of first principles real-time time dependent density functional theory (rt-TDDFT). Although it 
follows the factorization of the total wavefunction into dependent electronic part and nuclear part, this method 
goes beyond the popular Ehrenfest scheme, because the classical limitations on the nuclei trajectory are lifted. 
As prototype examples to demonstrate its feasibility, the approach has been successfully applied to both finite 
(e.g. ozone) and extended systems (e.g. graphene) to demonstrate the quantum electronic and nuclear dynam-
ics upon photoexcitation. Different from classical dynamic simulations, quantum wave packet of ozone splits 
into normal states and cyclic states during the evolution of electronically excited states. The distinction between 
quantum and classical treatments for the nuclear motions in extended system is also shown. Quantum electron-
nuclear dynamics in graphene exhibits an exponential carrier relaxation process, where the redistribution of 
charge carriers  in energy is faster than that in classical-nuclei simulations, confirming the importance of quan-
tum behaviors of nuclei in ultrafast electronic dynamics in condensed matters.

Methodology

Starting from TDSE, the Hamiltonian of a combined electronic and nuclear system is

“Htot (r, R, t) = T̂N(R) +“HBO (r, R) + Uext (r, R, t) (1)

where r and R denote the collective coordinates of electronic positions ri and nuclear positions Rα. T̂N  represents 
the nuclear kinetic energy part, and Uext is the external potential. While “HBO is the electronic Hamiltonian given 
by

“HBO (r, R) =
∑

i
p2

i
2m +

∑
i<j

e2

|ri−rj| −
∑

i,α
eZα

|ri−Rα| +
∑

α,β
ZαZβ

|Rα−Rβ |

= T̂el + V (r, R) .
 (2)

Here m is the mass of electrons and Zα is the ionic charge; T̂el is the electronic kinetic energy and the rest part 
is denoted as V (r, R). Based on factorization of the total wavefunction into the product of electron and nuclei 
parts, the time-dependent self-consistent field formula (TDSCF) is derived [14, 16]. In this simplification, the 
entanglement between electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom is lost, and therefore the Berry phase of elec-
tronic wavefunction with respect to nuclear coordinates under the derivation disappears [26, 27]. Without the 
classical-nuclei approximation, we obtain TDSCF equations with the external field:

i�
∂

∂t
ϕ (r, t) =

ï
T̂el +

ˆ
dRχ∗ (R, t) [V (r, R) + Uext (r, R, t)]χ (R, t)

ò
ϕ (r, t) (3)

i�
∂

∂t
χ (R, t) =

ï
T̂N +

ˆ
drϕ∗ (r, t)

î“HBO (r, R) + Uext (r, R, t)
ó
ϕ (r, t)

ò
χ (R, t) (4)

where ϕ (r, t) is electronic wavefunction and χ (R, t) represents nuclear wavefunction. Different from 
normal TDSCF, the external field is introduced and the new electronic Hamiltonian can be defined as 
“Heff (r, R, t) = “HBO (r, R) + Uext (r, R, t). The nuclear motion is evolved in a mean field of electronic states. We 
define the mean field as:

U (R, t) ≡
ˆ

drϕ∗ (r, t)“Heff (r, R, t)ϕ (r, t). (5)

At each time, the mean field acting on nuclear motion is calculated in the first-principles framework using time-
dependent density functional theory.

Next, the nuclear self-consistent field in equation (4) is calculated using RPMD with the nuclear Hamiltonian 
expressed in the path integral approach:

Hn (p, R, t) =
∑n

j=1

ñ ∣∣pj

∣∣2

2M
+

1

2
Mω2

n

∣∣Rj − Rj−1

∣∣2

ô
+

∑n

j=1
Uj (R, t) (6)
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where Hn (p, R) is the Hamiltonian of n-bead ring polymers with the potential U(R, t) related to electronic 
states. Here M is the mass of nuclei and ωn is the frequency of the spring connecting n-bead ring polymers. Then 
we perform RPMD simulations to obtain the evolution of nuclear coordinates generated by the Hamiltonian 
Hn (p, R, t):

ṗj = −∂Hn (p, R, t)

∂Rj
 (7)

Ṙj =
∂Hn (p, R, t)

∂pj
. (8)

The principles of RPMD assure quantum statistics and semi-classical dynamics of the system using ring poly-
mers [19]. Since each bead is recognized as comprising classical nuclei, we apply

χj (R, t) →
∑

α
δ (R (t)− Rα(t)) (9)

to the right side integral in equation (3). The integral is vanished by delta function and we can then use î
T̂el + V (r, R) + Uext (r, R, t)

ó
≡ “Heff (r, R, t). In this approach, the nuclear wavefunction χ (R, t) is thus 

sampled by a sufficient number of classical beads, connected by the strings whose elastic constant is proportional 
to the temperature, in the same way as regular RPMD does.

The electronic wavefunction equation (3) is degraded into rt-TDDFT equation for each bead:

i�
∂

∂t
ϕj (r, t, Rt) = “H j

eff (r, Rt, t)ϕj (r, t, Rt) . (10)

Neighboring beads of the same atom interact through spring interactions. We define this approximation as first-
order approximation in the quantum limit. In practical simulations, RPMD requires a finite number of classical 
beads to do the path integral. In this regard, approximations in equations (3) and (4) are actually the same; both 
apply classical limits for each bead. One can extract the quantum distribution of atoms in the position space due 
to the presence of quantum zero point motions in the mean-field potential, which are fully included statistically 
in RPMD simulations. Overall, if information on all beads is collected, the two equations present a certain 
extent of quantum nuclear effects to both nuclei evolution and electronic propagation. The principles of RPMD 
are used to arrive to this level of approximation naturally. In principle, a new electronic equation accounting 
for the quantum description of the nuclei can also be used, however, it would be confronted with the classical 
trajectory for each bead and the final superposed state is hard to interpret. We also notice that in Tully’s RPSH 
scheme, it is assumed that all of the beads of a ring polymer reside on a single electronic state at all times, except for 
instantaneous hops. The consistency between nuclear forces and electronic states of each bead is maintained. In 
our approach, we also keep this consistency between nuclear forces and electronic states for each bead, namely, 
each bead is required to follow the nuclear trajectory determined by the bead’s electronic states.

In summary, electronic evolution is calculated by equation (10) and the nuclear trajectory is dealt with 
RPMD evolution using equations (7) and (8). The external potential in RPMD is given by the dynamical elec-
tronic calculations based on rt-TDDFT. Full computational flow is shown in figure 1(a). In practical calculations, 
the data obtained from rt-TDDFT contains ionic forces, electronic energy and stress tensor, while RPMD man-
ages the evolution of atomic positions and velocities [28, 29]. Since all of these are time-evolving and each bead 
must follow the constraints from last steps, we modify the parallel strategy to satisfy this need. For convenience, 
we name this approach as ring polymer time-dependent ab initio propagation (RP-TDAP) method, as schemati-
cally shown in figure 1(b).

Results

Ozone
We first apply the above developed approach to a simple molecule, ozone, to show the quantum splitting of 
nuclear motions when considering the nuclear quantum effects. Ozone, existing in the atmosphere and screening 
the earth from ultraviolet solar radiation, has been intensively studied from both experimental [30–32] and 
theoretical [33–41] aspects. Here we focus on the quantum dynamics of excited states in ozone under a strong 
laser field. The total energy, bond angle and oxygen–oxygen distances of the ozone molecule are calculated with 
4, 8, 12 and 16 beads, respectively, to check the convergence in RPMD simulations, as shown in figure S1 (stacks.
iop.org/EST/1/044005/mmedia). The distribution of ozone bond angles and oxygen–oxygen bond lengths are 
found to be stabilized with employing 12 beads. Therefore, we first perform path-integral molecular dynamics 
simulations of ozone with 12 beads in the canonical (NVT) ensemble at 20, 300, 1000 K, respectively, where the 
molecule is equilibrated for 2 ps. Then an ultraviolet light with a photon energy of 8.75 eV is applied to irradiate 
ozone via the RP-TDAP approach, under the micro-canonical (NVE) ensemble. As shown in figure 2(a), the light 
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intensity is 0.25 V Å−1 with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 12 fs, polarized along the y  axis parallel to 
the direction of large transition dipole moment in the ozone molecule [40].

We first compare the radius of gyration at different temperatures, which is calculated by the root mean square 
distance from bead to centroid, in figure 2(b). The radius represents the spatial spreading of the quantum wave 
packets of nuclei. As shown in figure 2(b), the radius grows in an inverse proportion to the square root of temper-
ature, which indicates more significant quantum effects at low temperatures. The time evolutions of oxygen–
oxygen (O–O) distances in ozone molecule at 20, 300, and 1000 K are shown in figures 2(c)–(e), respectively. The 
solid lines represent the distances between oxygen centroids, and the corresponding shadows demonstrate the 
spread of distances between oxygen beads, mainly caused by the quantum fluctuations. Photo-excitation process 
results in shortened oxygen distances in ozone molecule, especially for the distance between two ending oxygens 
(O2–O3). At 300 and 1000 K, the ozone structure varies from isosceles to equilateral configurations after photoex-
citation. In comparison, at 20 K the distances between oxygen centroids in ozone decrease but remain the initial 
equilateral configuration, with significantly larger spreading. The remarkable broadening of oxygen distance 
spreading (shadows) not only indicates the pronounced quantum effects at low temperature, but also suggests 
mixed structure configurations yielded upon laser excitation.

We further investigate the quantum structure and dynamics of photoexcited ozone molecule at 20 K. Previ-
ous quantum chemistry studies pointed out that ozone has two local minima structures, the normal ground state 
form and the cyclic form, separated by ~1.3 eV in energy [41]. We then separate the beads at 70 fs into normal 
and cyclic states based on a geometrical criterion, as shown in figure 3(a): beads with O–O bond lengths between 
1.2–1.3 Å and an angle around 120° are defined as normal states, while those in equilateral configuration with 
a O–O distance of ~1.0 Å are distinguished as the cyclic state. We compare the number of excited electrons and 
oxygen distances of two types of beads in figures 3(b) and (c), respectively. It shows that the beads with higher 
population of excited electrons begin to evolve into the cyclic state starting from 20 fs, right after the peak time of 
laser field. Consequently, the equilateral cyclic structures are formed at ~70 fs. We also analyze the radius of gyra-
tion for the beads in the normal and cyclic states, as shown in figure 4. During the whole photo-excitation process 
studied, the radius of gyration for the beads in the normal state remains nearly constant, representing a localized 
wave packet close to the centroid. In contrast, the radius of gyration for the beads in the cyclic configuration starts 
to increase after absorbing light, indicating the formation of delocalized wave packets spreading away from the 
centroid. It is also noticed that these transient cyclic states forms a shorter bond length of ~1.0 Å (see figure 3(c)) 
than that in equilibrium cyclic configuration (1.45 Å [41]), which is attributed to the high energy excitation.

The evolution of photo-induced electronic structures of the two typical configurations, the normal and cycle 
states, are presented in figure S2. The electron population in the excited states of beads in the cyclic state can be 
nearly five times larger than that in the normal state (also see figure 3(b)). It is obvious that the electronic den-
sity of states is broadened when considering NQEs, attributed to the random quantum fluctuations in atomic 
configurations away from the equilibrium one (figure S3). Photogenerated electrons in ozone molecule by an 
8.75 eV laser pulse are expected to experience an electronic transition from the second highest occupied molecu-
lar orbital (HOMO-1) to the second lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO  +  1) (see figures S2(c) and 
(d)). Distinct fluctuations in the electronic energy levels of the beads in the cyclic state indicate stronger cou-
plings between the HOMO-1 and LUMO  +  1 orbitals, as compared to the other beads.

Figure 1. (a) Flow of RP-TDAP in practical computation. RPMD evolves the atomic positions and rt-TDDFT manages the evaluation 
of atomic forces. Each bead follows its own electron-nuclear evolution, while all beads are connected by a harmonic spring to 
neighboring beads. (b) The scheme of quantum dynamics for electronic and nuclear evolution. At first, electrons are excited by light 
field and ions move on an excited potential energy surface (S1). Considering the nuclear quantum effect, the wavefunction of nuclei 
may separate into a few wave packets and exhibit quantum behaviors upon the impact of electronic excitation.

Electron. Struct. 1 (2019) 044005
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Figure 2. (a) Time-dependent waveform of the laser field with a photon energy of 8.75 eV and a field strength of 0.25 V Å−1. The 
polarization direction is along the y  axis, the direction jointing two ending oxygen atoms in ozone molecule. (b) The radius of 
gyration as a function of temperature. The radius, representing the quantum wave packet of nuclei, is inversely proportional to 
the square root of temperature. Figures (c)–(e) are the time evolutions of oxygen distances in the ozone molecule at 20, 300, and 
1000 K, respectively, under ultraviolet illumination. The solid lines describe the distances between the oxygen centroids and the 
corresponding shadows display the effects of spatial spreading of quantum beads.

Figure 3. (a) Atomic configurations of ozone in the normal and cyclic states. (b) The number of excited electrons in each bead of 
ozone molecule as a function of time at 20 K. (c) Temporal distance of three oxygen atoms in each bead at 20 K. We separate all beads 
into normal (blue) and cyclic states (red), according to a geometrical criterion (see text).

Electron. Struct. 1 (2019) 044005
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We find that the excited potential energy surface plays an important role in the evolution of nuclear configu-
rations for ozone. In response to laser stimulus, the nuclear wave packets of ozone can evolve into two distinct 
configurations, and the high-amount of electron excitations is the driving force for the beads to split into the 
normal and cyclic states. This splitting of individual beads into different branches is resulted from the different 
nuclei configuration in each bead, which is determined by RPMD in the time prior to splitting. In this sense, the 
splitting is a natural result of RPMD itself, which would be meaningful in the framework of mean field, at least to 
the first order. What are possibly missing in the current approach are the back reactions and correlations between 
excited electrons and the distribution of nuclear beads, which remains an open question. The spreading in atomic 
positions is influenced by the overcoherence intrinsic of the use of Ehrenfest mean-field dynamics for each bead; 
however, when the spreading is characterized collectively on all beads, the spreading averaged over all beads still 
presents a reasonable measure on the quantum distributions of atoms during the entangled electron-nuclear 
dynamics. We expect that with sufficient number of beads included in the simulations, this problem is allevi-
ated since both the ground state and excited state PES are sufficiently sampled, while the ratio of problematic 
bead connections diminishes. We also note that the spreading of wave packet were observed in other molecules 
as well [42–44]. By including NQE in the rt-TDDFT calculations, specific quantum features, e.g. the splitting of 
quantum nuclear wave packets, can occur during the photoexcitation process, at significant variances with the 
averaged nuclear trajectory along the mixing potential energy surfaces in regular Ehrenfest dynamic simulations.

Graphene
We now apply the RP-TDAP approach to an extended system, the graphene crystal lattice. The ultrafast dynamics 
of carriers in graphene has attracted much attention [7, 45–48], because of high mobility of Dirac carriers and 
intriguing dynamics. Such photoexcitation dynamics and the subsequent carrier relaxation processes are governed 
by electron–electron and electron–phonon scatterings. Dawlaty et al reported an ultrafast carrier redistribution 
in epitaxially grown graphene layers on SiC, photogenerated by a 780 nm (1.6 eV) laser pulse. The timescale for 
the fast relaxation measured from time-resolved transmittivity was initially found to be in the range of 70–120 
fs [7]. Recently, Rohde et al developed the ultrashort-time and angle resolved photoelectron spectroscopy and 
observed a sequence of three stages in the first 50 fs in graphene after a 1.6 eV laser photoexcitation [49]. The first 

Figure 4. The radius of gyration as a function of time for photoexcited O3 in (a) normal and (b) cyclic states at 20 K. The insets show 
the atomic structures of the normal (blue) and cyclic (red) forms during the RP-TDAP simulations.

Electron. Struct. 1 (2019) 044005
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stage is a photo-absorption process before 8 fs, followed by a momentum redistribution process from ~10 fs to 
~22 fs, and finally a hot Fermi–Dirac distribution is reached within 50 fs.

Here we investigate quantum dynamics of charge carriers in graphene using a 4 × 4 × 1 supercell containing 
32 carbon atoms. We employ 12 beads for each atom during RP-TDAP simulations under the NVE ensemble. 
The system is first equilibrated in the NVT ensemble at 50 K for 2 ps by a ground-state RPMD simulation. Then 
two electrons are excited to an energy level at 3.0 eV above the Fermi level, from the level at ~3 eV below the 
Fermi energy. The resulting fast carrier dynamics due to electron–electron and electron–phonon scatterings is 
displayed in figure 5(a). With the classical treatment of the nuclei (figure 5(b)), hole occupation reduces to half 
of the initial value at about 60 fs. With the quantum description of nuclear motions via RP-TDAP scheme, strong 
quantum couplings facilitate the electron–electron and electron–phonon scatterings, and thus yield a faster car-
rier relaxation, compared to the classical simulation, as shown in figure 5(c). It should be noted the improved 
electron–electron scattering might not be straightforward to see, but it can be induced by different quantum cou-
plings between electronic states under a range of different initial configurations. Since each bead has a different 
nuclear configuration from each other, this would introduce more balanced samplings of electronic occupations 
and couplings, yielding an improved description of electron–electron scattering. The relaxation time calculated 
by exponential decay fitting of hole occupation numbers obtained from quantum nuclear simulation is 14 fs, 
significantly shorter than that from classical simulations (63 fs). Here the hole occupation number is averaged 
over 12 beads. Since the initial energy of the holes (3 eV below the Fermi level) is significantly lower than that in 
experiment (0.8 eV below the Fermi level), the life time of the holes through carrier relaxation is expected to be 
about 2 times smaller than that in experiment [49]. It is clear that ultrafast charge carrier redistribution in gra-
phene observed in experiment can be captured and well described by the quantum nuclei simulations, while clas-
sical simulations may suffer from inadequate treatment of electron–electron scatterings and electron–phonon 
scatterings due to the rigid ion approximation. The time evolutions of electron and hole occupation numbers in 
the carrier relaxation process, described in classical and quantum manners, are compared in detail in figure S4.

Conclusion

In summary, we develop a new approach, RP-TDAP, to describe the quantum motions of nuclei in electronic 
excited states by integrating RPMD in the rt-TDDFT framework. We derive the TDSCF equations with the 
external field from the TDSE with dependent evolution of nuclear coordinates and electronic wave functions. 
The nuclear Hamiltonian is solved using RPMD method, and the mean field forces on nuclei exerted by excited 
electronic states are obtained within the TDDFT evolution of Kohn–Sham orbitals. This approach can be used 
to study real time quantum electron-nuclei dynamics from first-principles, for both finite and periodic systems.

We perform RP-TDAP simulations on ozone molecules, as well as the infinite graphene layer, to show the 
quantum effects and features in the dynamics of excited states. Taking into account NQE, nuclear motion exhib-
its a wider distribution in atomic positions, leading to stronger orbital overlapping and enhanced charge transfer. 
In the photoexcitation process of ozone molecule, the nuclear wave packets split and evolve into two distinct 
states: the normal and cyclic configurations. The ultrafast carrier redistribution in graphene with an exponential 
decay behavior can be only captured in the quantum nuclear simulations, attributed to strong orbital couplings. 
These results indicate that NQE plays an important role in both photoexcited nuclear dynamics and carrier 
transport. The RP-TDAP method presented here provides a powerful simulation tool to capture and investi-
gate the quantum state and evolution of the electrons and nuclei after photoexcitation. Further applications on 

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of the photo-induced electron–hole excitation and relaxation processes. The electron hole 
occupation numbers of graphene as a function of time with the classical and quantum treatments of nuclear motion are shown in 
(b) and (c), respectively. Dashed lines are the exponential fitting of the hole occupation numbers as a function of time.

Electron. Struct. 1 (2019) 044005
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interesting quantum excitation phenomena, such as photocatalysis, non-thermal melting, and photoenhanced 
superconductivity are in progress.

Computational details

Ground state electronic structure is calculated using SIESTA code [50]. In RP-TDAP quantum dynamics 
simulations, a modified i-PI and our home-made program time-dependent ab initio package (TDAP) [15, 51, 
52] based on SIESTA are used. The generalized gradient approximation using the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof 
functional (GGA-PBE)  is chosen for the exchange and correlation energy and an energy cutoff of 200 Ry is 
used. For ozone, the dimension for the simulation box is 10 × 10 × 10 Å3. In ground-state molecule dynamics 
simulation, a 2 ps-long RPMD simulation with a timestep of 0.5 fs is performed in the NVT ensemble with 12 beads,  
and the PILE-G thermostat is employed [28, 29]. The duration for RP-TDAP quantum simulations in the constant 
energy ensemble is 80 fs with a timestep of 0.01 fs. For graphene, we choose a 4 × 4 × 1 supercell containing 32 
carbon atoms with periodic boundary conditions and a k-point sampling of 2 × 2 × 1 in the first Brillouin zone. 
In 2 ps NVT simulations, the temperature is 50 K and there are 12 beads for each atom. In RP-TDAP quantum 
dynamics under NVE, electrons are excited into conduction band and we simulate the electron–hole relaxation 
process for 100 fs with a time step of 0.05 fs.
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